The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 1 March 2016:

Existing text: ‘covering board’
Amendment: Delete and insert: ‘sheerline’

In the following rules:
Rule 3 first paragraph, line 4 (twice)
Rule 3 third paragraph, first/second line (twice)
Rule 4 third/fourth line
Rule 13 first line
Rule 15 first/second line
Rule 23 sixth paragraph last word
Rule 23 last paragraph second line

Measurement Instructions
M12 entry for upper 'd' marks
M13 sub-paragraph (d) and (e)
M19 first/second line
M27 - definition of 'I', second line

M16 (a) first line
Delete: 'upper side of the covering board'
Insert: ‘sheerline’

M17 last three lines (three times)
Delete: “…but from top of covering board to top of covering board, through the centres of the O marks which are on the edges of the covering boards. “
Insert: “…but from sheerline to sheerline, through the centres of the ‘O’ marks which are on the sheerline. “

M23 first line:
Delete: ‘upper edge of sheerline throughout the centres…” and insert: “sheerline through the centres..”

Rule 22(c), Schedule of Equipment – Specification for Anchor and Warp
Amendment delete present text and insert:
“One anchor not lighter than 10kg and one warp not shorter than 30 metres with a minimum diameter of 10mm”

Rule 24, Boom
Present Rule : ‘...a circle equal of 137mm....'
Amend to read: '…a circle equal to 137mm….'

Rule 33, Exotic Materials
Add at end of 4th paragraph: 'Sails and running rigging and the standing parts of running and standing backstays may be made of any material'

Rule 36, International Class Fee
Add at end: “Boats first certificated before 1 January 1991 are not required to have a plaque.”

END
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